
Black Sabbath Drum Play Along Volume 22: A
Comprehensive Review for Aspiring
Drummers
Black Sabbath is one of the most iconic heavy metal bands of all time, and
their music has inspired countless drummers around the world. If you're a
drummer who wants to learn how to play like Bill Ward, then Black Sabbath
Drum Play Along Volume 22 is an essential tool.
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This book contains 10 of Black Sabbath's most classic songs, transcribed
for drums. The songs are arranged in order of difficulty, so you can start
with the easier ones and work your way up to the more challenging ones.

Each song includes a full drum score, as well as a play-along track so you
can practice with the band. The book also includes helpful tips and
exercises to help you improve your drumming skills.

Content

The songs included in Black Sabbath Drum Play Along Volume 22 are:
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* "Black Sabbath" * "N.I.B." * "Iron Man" * "Paranoid" * "War Pigs" * "Fairies
Wear Boots" * "Electric Funeral" * "Sweet Leaf" * "Children of the Grave" *
"Sabbath Bloody Sabbath"

These songs represent a wide range of Black Sabbath's musical styles,
from the heavy blues of "Black Sabbath" to the proto-metal of "N.I.B." to the
epic doom of "Sabbath Bloody Sabbath."

Each song is transcribed in detail, with all of the drum parts written out
note-for-note. The transcriptions are accurate and easy to read, making
them ideal for both beginner and experienced drummers.

In addition to the drum transcriptions, the book also includes a play-along
track for each song. These tracks are recorded by a professional drummer,
and they provide a great way to practice your drumming skills.

Difficulty Level

The songs in Black Sabbath Drum Play Along Volume 22 are arranged in
order of difficulty, with the easier songs at the beginning and the more
challenging songs at the end.

The first few songs are relatively easy to play, and they're a great way for
beginner drummers to get started. As you progress through the book, the
songs become more challenging, and they require more technical skill to
play.

However, even the most challenging songs in the book are still accessible
to intermediate and experienced drummers. If you're willing to put in the
time and effort, you can learn to play all of the songs in this book.



Overall Value

Black Sabbath Drum Play Along Volume 22 is an excellent resource for
drummers of all levels. The book contains a wealth of information, and it's a
great way to improve your drumming skills.

The book is well-written and easy to follow, and the play-along tracks are a
great way to practice your drumming skills. If you're a fan of Black Sabbath,
or if you just want to learn how to play some great drum music, then Black
Sabbath Drum Play Along Volume 22 is a must-have.

Black Sabbath Drum Play Along Volume 22 is an essential tool for any
drummer who wants to improve their skills and learn how to play like Bill
Ward. The book contains a wealth of information, and it's a great way to
improve your drumming skills.

If you're a fan of Black Sabbath, or if you just want to learn how to play
some great drum music, then Black Sabbath Drum Play Along Volume 22 is
a must-have.
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My Little Bible Promises Thomas Nelson
In a world filled with uncertainty and challenges, children need comfort,
hope, and inspiration. My Little Bible Promises is a powerful tool that
provides young readers with...

Policing Rogue States: Open Media Series
Explores Global Security Challenges
In today's interconnected world, the existence of rogue states poses
significant threats to global security. These pariah nations often flaunt
international...
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